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Traditional sound quality combined with the latest technologies

Auris Audio brand - best for audiophiles

The story of the Auris Audio brand starts
in 2013 in Serbia and, as it normally is with the
stories  emanating  from  love  and  dedication,
soon conquers the world. Mr. Milomir Trosic, a
Serbian businessman, decides to create audio
devices of the famous leather-wood series, with
the  team  of  excellent  experts,  which  will
provide a warmth and fullness of sound to the
sensitive ear, and a sophisticated design to the
choosy eye. As an audiophile himself, Mr. Trosic
created  a  brand  that  will  provide  real
enjoyment to his fellow audiophiles.

What makes Auris special? The answer is: a 
skillful blend of old and new technology, carefully 
chosen natural materials and the precision of 
superior hand making.

All  Auris  Audio  devices  are  based  on  tube
audio technology, with the idea of preserving the
best  sound  characteristics  that  this  technology
has  brought,  but  also  to  advance  them  with
modern  technologies.  Using  top-quality
components and thanks to a complete in-house
production,  the  quality  of  Auris  devices  ranks
among the world's best-known audio brands. This
is also reflected in the excellent reviews that all
Auris Power Tube amplifiers have gained over the

years and the fact that, with constant improvement, they have won many markets in the
world.

Aware  of  the  user's  requirements  and  needs,  Auris  included  other  devices  in  its
program. Thanks to the dedicated team of audio engineers, the Poison Loudspeaker series
was brought to light- from Poison 1 to Poison 88, designed to satisfy everyone's taste and
"capture" every space.

Given that the Head-Fi community in the world is becoming larger and more popular,
in 2015  Auris decides to pay special attention to headphone amplifiers. And so the HA2 SE is
created, the device that won the Headfonia Award for the best headphone amplifier in 2017.
Then, Headonia came out, a premium headphone amplifier that has been stringing great
reviews for months, and has more and more fans.

The latest in this series is Nirvana - the newest headphone amplifier, which has its
premiere right here in Germany, at the world's largest audio show High End Munich.

The Auris audio family, born in quest for the
perfect  sound  "packed"  in  perfect  design
and carefully selected natural materials,  is
continuously  growing  in  its  five-year
duration and capturing the most demanding
global markets. With an already well-known
range  of  power  amplifiers,  headphone
amplifiers,  DACs and speakers,  its  newest
member,  Nirvana  headphone  amplifier,  is
experiencing its World Premiere at the High
End Munich Show.
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Nirvana, is a result of Auris's effort to satisfy all categories of audiophiles.It is made,
as the name itself says, in order to bring you with its price and quality of sound,  to a state of
complete  bliss.  Nirvana  is  a  headphone  amplifier  based on EL34  tubes  in  single  ended
configuration. Drive tube is ECC99. With output power of 6.5W pure class A, this amplifier
can drive almost  any known headphones brend.  If  you would also  like  to  use  speakers,
besides the headphones, we constructed Nirvana C (Combo), the right choice because you
will have “two in one” - headphone amplifier and integrated amplifier with speakers output.
6.5W output power is perfect for enjoying in your favorite music through any speakers with
over 91dB sensitivity.

Nirvana, single ended, headphone amplifier

Years  of  development  are  marked  with  a  number  of
successful  partnerships  with  distributors  and  dealers  in  three
continents - Asia, America and Europe. Auris always strives for
these partnerships to become friendships with a common goal to
enable  as  many  sound  enthusiasts  to  reach  the  Auris  devices
easier and share the pleasure of top-notch listening. That's why
the number of our distributors constantly grows.

Auris is present at all major audio shows around the world
and  our  settings  are  very  noticed  and  performances  greatly
appreciated. For four years, the biggest sound experts published
17 exceptionally positive reviews about our devices.

Although  young,  Auris  Audio  brand  makes  a  powerful
impression  in  the  world  of  audiophiles  and  renowned  experts.
Everyone who had the  opportunity  to  hear  the  sound through
Auris equipment did not remain indifferent. In the years ahead we
expect  to  reach even more audiophiles  and take the deserved
place of  top audio brand, due to continuous investment in the
quality and design of our devices.

Zvezdana Budimovic Savkovic, Marketing manager
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“I don’t know who the 
designer at the Auris 
company is, but he/she 
deserves a medal. The 
beautiful Headonia not 
only is an amplifier, it’s a
piece of art. 
The whole team at Auris 
Audio deserves a pat on 
the back for the excellent
work they did creating 
this beauty. And if you’re
in Munich, you really 
have to stop by their 
room, as they’ll have 
another surprise for us 
headphone fans…”
Headfonia by Lieven 
Vranken
“With the Adagio 300B, 
the Serbian newcomers 
succeed straightaway in 
entering the HiFi Upper 
Class. Play has style and 
is extremely emotional. 
Overall, a successful 
package from Auris.”
HiFiStatement by 
Jurgen Saile
“That is the beauty of the
Auris Audio Fortino 6550.
It offers just that little bit
more for the money. It’s 
extremely well-built, 
looks fantastic, has just 
enough additional 
functionality to make it 
attractive to audio 
enthusiasts, and sounds 
better than many of the 
rivals at the price. On 
balance, this is a gem of 
an amplifier!”
HiFi+ by Alan Sircom
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